
Making and modifying comparisons

 Part 1: Video preparation

1 Do you remember the listening activity from 
Developing speaking on page 102 of your 
Student’s Book? Tick (✓) the activities the girl 
mentions.

a bungee jumping  e  sailing 
b canoeing  f  surfing 
c cycling  g  walking 
d running 

2 Answer the questions.

1 Which outdoor activity does she think is the most 
suitable?  

2 Which of the activities in 1 does the girl say …
 a is really enjoyable?  
 b is the most sociable?  
 c is hard if you haven’t done it before?  

3 What expression does the girl use to say …

1 be at home all day? s   i  
2 talk to someone you haven’t seen for a long time? 

c   u   w  

 Part 2: Video comprehension
Watch the video as many times as necessary and do 
the exercises.

1 Answer the questions.

1 Which activity does the presenter (Dave) mention at 
the beginning of the video explanation?
climbing     swimming   walking 

2 Circle the correct alternative.
 a  Young people spent more/less time doing 

outdoor activities in the past compared with 
young people today.

 b  Inside activities are more/less popular than 
outdoor activities.

3 Which activity helps Dave beat stress?

  
4 How might Dave’s favourite activity help you with 

your English homework?
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2 Read the sentences. Which two are incorrect? 
Correct them.

1 Young people spend significantly less time outdoors.
2 Far fewer young people walk nowadays.
3 It’s not the same doing sport indoors than being outside.
4 The situation is getting more and more difficult.
5 Young people are so active as they used to be.
6 The harder you train, the fitter you get.

3 Match the rules (a–f) with the sentences (1–6) in 2.

a We use not the same … + as to say two things aren’t 
the same.  

b We use less with uncountable nouns.  
c To talk about continuing changes with long adjectives 

we say more and more + adjective.  
d We use fewer with countable nouns.  
e When we talk about two things happening at the same 

time, we use the + comparative, the + comparative.  
f When two things are different we use not + as/so + as. 

 

4 Answer the questions.

1 Which word in this list means the same as a bit? 
considerably, far, slightly  

2 What phrase can you use to modify superlative 
sentences?  

3 What word do you use to modify comparisons with not 
… as/so? aren’t   as/so

 Part 3: Grammar practice
1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

Use each word once only.

as •  fewer •  less •  so

1 They don’t have the same sports facilities   in your 
school.

2 There were   people playing tennis today than last 
Saturday.

3 Rugby isn’t   popular as football in the UK.

4 There was   snow on the mountains this year.

2 Complete the sentences with the comparative or 
superlative form of the adjectives given.

1 The fitness exercise he gave me was 
  I’ve done yet. 

(far / hard)

2 The mountain was 
  than the last 

one we climbed. (significant / high)

3 The evenings are getting 
 . (dark / dark)

4   you exercise, 
  it gets. (long / easy)


